




We travel the world in our quest to bring you  
exceptional floors that inspire and delight. From the  
ancient forests of Europe, to the remote Australian  

outback and beyond, we seek out expressive  
and intriguing forms in the natural world to  

influence our unique floor designs.

By combining these original features with cutting  
edge design, we create simply beautiful floors  

that you’ll love for a lifetime.

At Karndean we see 
flooring differently...



Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116
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Korlok
Korlok, a rigid core flooring product, is an ideal alternative to laminate and engineered 

hardwood click floors. Offering quick and easy installation and hiding subfloor imperfections, 
it also has the durable and waterproof qualities of luxury vinyl. 

Featuring a pre-attached acoustic foam backing, Korlok can reduce noise transfer to rooms 
below by 21dB, without the need for separate underlay. Ideal for a busy playroom, home 

office, bedroom or loft conversion.

Korlok can be installed over most existing hard surface floors or uneven subfloors without 
the worry of exposing any imperfections underfoot, thanks to its innovative K-Core 

technology. It also features a superior 5G® vertical click-locking mechanism and pre-
attached acoustic foam backing for quick and easy installation. 

The familiar click-locking system and enhanced core technology means homeowners can 
achieve an authentic and luxurious Karndean floor in any space with minimal subfloor 

preparation, meaning less upheaval and disruption to everyday life.



Why Karndean?
All Karndean floors have these benefits...
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Environmentally friendly

Lifetime guarantee

Waterproof

Durable

Pet friendly

Comfortable underfoot

Hygienic
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K-Guard+ protection

Resists indentation

Compatible with  
underfloor heating

Realistic designs

Low maintenance Child friendly

Quiet underfoot
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Why rigid core?
Rigid core’s unique benefits...

Quick and easy to install
Minimise upheaval with reduced subfloor 
preparation and fit a new floor in less time  
with a patented click-locking mechanism;  
making Korlok up to 30% quicker to install  

that other floor types.

Washed Grey Ash RKP8104

Suitable for new  
builds and extensions

Korlok is suitable for fitting over damp 
subfloors found in some new build 
homes and newly built extensions 

reducing the time spent waiting for the 
floors to dry.

Laminate Stone Korlok

21dB

Excellent acoustics

The noise from kids’ bedrooms, play rooms and loft conversions are 
reduced by as much as 21dB thanks to our patented K-Core technology 

and pre-attached acoustic backing.

This unique sound-absorbing construction also helps reduce impact noise 
within a room.

Compared to laminate or stone floors, our rigid core products are 
exceptionally quiet and the perfect choice for busy family homes.
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Texas White Ash RKP8105

Preserves existing floors
Korlok can be laid over most existing hard 
floors, therefore preserving them, perfect  
for renovating rented or listed buildings.

Installs over most  
existing hard floors

Due to the innovative K-Core layer, Korlok 
can be laid directly over most existing hard 

floors without the need for extensive  
subfloor preparation.



1420mm x 225mm (56" x 9")

Wood at a glance Thickness: 6.5mm
Wear layer: 0.55mm
Bevel: Micro
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Texas White Ash RKP8105

(pg 12)

Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116

(pg 4, 14)

Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101

(pg 15)

Washed Grey Ash RKP8104

(pg 8 & 20)

Smoked Butternut RKP8107

(pg 22)

Baltic Mistral Oak RKP8112 

(pg 21)

Warm Ash RKP8103

Baltic Limed Oak RKP8111

English Character Oak RKP8115

Antique French Oak RKP8110

(pg 17)

(pg 18)

(pg 19)

(pg 23)

Canadian Nude Oak RKP8117

(pg 16 & 30)



457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)

Stone at a glance Thickness: 6.5mm
Wear layer: 0.55mm
Bevel: Micro

Frosted Stone RKT2401 Metro Grey RKT2403Cotswold Stone RKT2405

Urban Grey RKT2402 Volcanic Black RKT2406

Volcanic Black RKT2406

(pg 24) (pg 26)

(pg 29)(pg 28)

(pg 27)
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Texas White Ash RKP8105
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Wood
Our Korlok range features a variety of wood designs with inspiration  

taken from European and Canadian oaks, and Texan ash. 

The striking planks of English Character Oak and Antique French Oak are full of  
intricate grain detail and charm, both featuring designs oozing in personality. Dating 
back to the 17th Century, the natural beauty of the floor that inspired Antique French 

Oak, was so striking we decided to keep our design as close to the original as possible. 

The distinctive markings of the Baltic Oaks were achieved by mixing grades,  
from ultra-prime to nature grade boards, an effect that was achieved by machine 

brushing the planks to create a unique open grain. Coloured oils were then  
applied by hand to create a limed effect. 

Our versatile Canadian oak designs feature a straight grain detail which is then  
blended with a small amount of character grade wood to produce two clean, neutral 
floor designs, creating a light and airy feel to any interior; ideal for open plan spaces.

Ash boards are dominated by an attractive straight grain, to achieve a crisp, clean 
finish. Subtle flowering of the grain adds further interest to the design and lends itself 
well to modern and Scandinavian-inspired interiors. In its natural format, the wood is 
a consistent, neutral colour due to the tree’s growth in limestone soil types with very 
little rainfall. Our Korlok ash designs are an authentic replication of this, reflected in 

the intricate tone and detail found in each individual plank.  

Each design can be perfectly paired with a wide range of trends including  
Scandi, modern industrial and minimalist to name but a few.



Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116

Waterproof
Unlike laminate and wood 

flooring, Korlok is completely 

waterproof making it a great 

choice for bathrooms.

http://


Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101
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Canadian Nude Oak RKP8117
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Warm Ash RKP8103

Quick and 
easy to install
Need flooring in a hurry? Korlok 

can be laid over most hard floors 

and is quick and easy to install 

without the need for adhesive. 

Just click and go.

http://
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Baltic Limed Oak RKP8111
18

Easy to clean 
and look after
Each Korlok plank is finished 

with our K-Guard+ protective 

coating, making it quick and 

easy to clean and hardwearing 

- perfect for the whole family.

http://


English Character Oak RKP8115
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Washed Grey Ash RKP8104
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Baltic Mistral Oak RKP8112
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Quiet
Korlok’s pre-attached acoustic 

foam backing makes it perfect 

for bedrooms as it’s great at 

reducing noise transfer to 

rooms below without the need 

for an additional underlay.

http://


Smoked Butternut RKP8107

Realistic designs
Korlok gives you the benefit of a 

quick and easy to install rigid core 

product, but with the highly realistic 

and beautifully handcrafted designs 

you’d expect from Karndean.

http://
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Antique French Oak RKP8110
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Frosted Stone RKT2401
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Stone
Our product designers selected a batch of limestone to work with, putting the stone 

through an etching process to create a bleached effect which exposed the raw 
colour of the underlying material. The porous nature of limestone gives it  

great staining capabilities, allowing degrees of re-colouration that are  
impossible with most other types of stone. 

The resulting set of colours offers a broad palette of five hues including a range of 
silvery and warm mid-greys, muted and soft neutrals and honey-colours. From the 
striking charcoal-grey tones of Volcanic Black to the elegant Frosted Stone with its 

beautiful chalky limestone effect, there’s a tone to match traditional and  
contemporary interiors alike. 

The collection also features Urban Grey and Metro Grey with their contrasting 
warm, mid-grey colourways, and Cotswold Stone reminiscent of the dry-stone 

walls and honey-coloured cottages found in the beautiful Cotswolds.  
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Cotswold Stone RKT2405

http://
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Metro Grey RKT2403

Quick and 
easy to install
Need flooring in a hurry? Korlok 

can be laid over most hard floors 

and is quick and easy to install 

without the need for adhesive. 

Just click and go.

http://


Urban Grey RKT2402

Waterproof
Unlike laminate and wood 

flooring, Korlok is completely 

waterproof making it a great 

choice for bathrooms.

http://
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Volcanic Black RKT2406

http://
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Accessories

For that finishing touch, why not add one of our colour matched scotia’s or 
white skirting boards around the edge of your room to finish your Korlok floor?

Cover the expansion gap between your floor and wall to give a seamless finish with a 
scotia simply fitted against your skirting board or place our white skirting boards over 

the top of your floor attaching it to the wall. .

Canadian Nude Oak RKP8117 with SCO-RKP8117

Baltic Washed Oak SCO-RKP8101

Warm Ash SCO-RKP8103

Washed Grey Ash SCO-RKP8104

Texas White Ash SCO-RKP8105

Smoked Butternut SCO-RKP8107

Antique French Oak SCO-RKP8110

Baltic Limed Oak SCO-RKP8111

Baltic Mistral Oak SCO-RKP8112

English Character Oak SCO-RKP8115

Canadian Urban Oak SCO-RKP8116

Canadian Nude Oak SCO-RKP8117

Frosted Stone SCO-RKT2401

Urban Grey SCO-RKT2402

Metro Grey SCO-RKT2403

Cotswold Stone SCO-RKT2405

Volcanic Black SCO-RKT2406

Scotia

Material Plastic core wrapped in print film

Cross Section 17.3mm x 17.3mm

Length 2.4 metres

Skirting

Material HDF core encased in a hardwearing polyblend

Cross Section 100mm x 19mm

Length 2.4 metres

http://
http://
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Why Karndean? 7

K-Guard+
We use K-Guard+ surface 

technology for scuff and stain 
resistance ensuring there is no 

need to apply an additional surface 
treatment following installation.

Compatible with  
underfloor heating 

For added warmth, Karndean is 
perfectly suitable for underfloor 

heating systems up to 27°C.

Realistic wood and stone designs
Inspired by nature, our products are  
designed in-house and realistically  
replicate the look and feel of real  

wood and stone materials.

Child friendly
Karndean floors offer children a  
safe and comfortable space to  

play, and parents a durable,  
easy-to-clean surface.

Resists indentation
All Karndean floors stand  
up to the impact of day  

to day life.

Easy to clean  
and look after 

A sweep and mop with Karndean 
Clean is all you need to keep your 

Karndean floor looking great.

Quiet compared to  
other hard floors

Karndean is quieter underfoot 
compared to most hard flooring 

alternatives.

Visit us online at www.karndean.com,
where you can...

Karndean Designflooring offers more than 200  
flooring choices across gluedown, loose lay and  
rigid core formats. Explore our complete range of 
products inspired by the look and texture of natural 
woods and stones.

See our full brochure 
for more ranges...

Find your nearest 
recommended retailer
Use our online search feature to find your nearest  
Karndean Designflooring recommended retailer. 
Simply enter your post code to see who is in your area.

www.karndean.com/far

Order samples
If you need some extra help selecting the best colour 
for your room, why not order some cutting samples? 
These are small samples designed to help you pick 
which product is right for you.

www.karndean.com/samples

Check out our helpful online tools
Not sure where to start? Use our handy Style Finder to 
narrow down your choices, or create Moodboards while 
you’re browsing to save links to your favourite products, 
images and blog posts. Once you’ve narrowed down your 
choices, try out your favourite combinations using our 

Floorstyle design tool.

Keep up-to-date with us:
Follow us on Twitter @karndeanfloors

Like us on Facebook karndeandesignflooring

Follow our boards on Pinterest karndeanfloors

For interior ideas follow us on Houzz karndeandesignflooring

Get inspired, follow us on Instagram karndeandesignflooring

Subscribe to our channel on YouTube Karndean Designflooring

5About us

We travel the world in our quest to bring you  
exceptional floors that inspire and delight. From the  
ancient forests of Europe, to the remote Australian  

outback and beyond, we seek out expressive  
and intriguing forms in the natural world to  

influence our unique floor designs.

By combining these original features with cutting  
edge design, we create simply beautiful floors  

that you’ll love for a lifetime.

At Karndean we see 
flooring differently...
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Keep up-to-date with us:

Follow us on Twitter @karndeanUK

Like us on Facebook karndeanUK

Follow our boards on Pinterest karndeanFloors

For interior ideas follow us on Houzz karndeandesignflooring

Follow us on Instagram karndean_UK 

Karndean Designflooring

Tel: 01386 820200

Email: info@karndean.co.uk
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Simply beautiful floors 
that you’ll love for a lifetime

Simply beautiful floors 
that you’ll love for a lifetime
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Colour and Pattern Reproduction

We are careful to make sure our brochures are accurate and printed to 
very high standards, but photography and printing cannot always create a 
perfect representation of our products. For this reason we strongly 
recommend that you look at a sample of any product you are considering 
before placing your order. 

All of our products are inspired by things we have seen in the natural world. 
Just as variation in colour and detail is part of the unique beauty of natural 
materials, it is also a feature of many of our designs. This means that with 
some of our products you will see natural variation when your floor is laid. If 
in doubt, ask your retailer to show you a larger sample of the product.

We love developing new ideas and improving on our existing designs. This 
does mean that sometimes products are withdrawn at short notice. We hate 
to disappoint, and will always try to work with you to find an alternative 
design that you love just as much. This page: Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101 | Front cover: Canadian Nude Oak RKP8117

Contact us...

Follow us online and see 
what we’ve been up to:

*Calls may be recorded for training and quality purposes.

www.karndean.com

Karndean Designflooring 
Call: 0044 (0)1386 820100
Email: info@karndean.co.uk

KORLOKBROCH2  |  KD5590UK
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